A SOLUTION TO THE FINGERING PROBLEM OF
BRAHMS CELLOS SONATA NO.1 OPUS 38 AND
SHOSTAKOVICH CELLO SONATA OPUS 40
ABSTRAK
Tulisan ini lahir dari permasalahan yang dihadapi penulis ketika memainkan Sonata Cello No. 1
op.38 karya Johanes Brahms dan Sonata Cello Op 40 karya Shostakovich. Persoalan ini sering
juga dihadapi dalam memainkan beberapa komposisi. Pendalaman pokok permasalahan tersebut
mendorong penulis untuk merumuskan kedalam dua pokok permasalahan, yaitu permasalahan
Oktav dan Jarak Interval. Dalam hal ini permasalahan tersebut berhubungan erat dengan struktur
penjarian secara anatomis penulis sendiri. Pencarian solusi permasalahan tersebut menjadi
penelitian tersendiri dan selanjutnya menjadi hal yang penting bagi penulis untuk dapat berbagi
pengalaman yang dijadikan studi bersama. Tulisan ini mengutamakan siasat baru mengenai
kemampuan tekhnis memainkan interval dan oktav dan persoalan jarak interval dalam kontek
Sonata
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Abstract
This study was conducted to give solutions to the problems faced by the researcher when playing
Brahms’ Sonata Cello No. 1 op.38 and Shostakovich’ Sonata Cello Op 40, the same problems
confronted when the researcher played other compositions. Scrutinizing the problems, the
researcher reveals the two basic problems: octaves and intervals. These problems are closely
connected with the researcher’s anatomical fingering problems. The solutions to this problem
become the main concern of this research so that the researcher can share this experience with
other musicians. This research focuses on the new way related to the technical skill to play
interval and octave and the problems concerning the interval distance in the context of Sonata.
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INTRODUCTION
The principles of neck-positions fingerings on cello have been evolved since the cellist of
eighteenth-century extended their range beyond the first position. The principles have greatly
improved the skill of cellists to performs musical composition. However, by its nature, fingering
is a personal matter. What is regard as suitable principles or rules to one hand will not always
suit another. Therefore, one can not lay down any strict rules of fingerings although there are
certain general principles that can be followed. Among many factors determines the suitability of
any principles of cello fingering, the size of cellists fingers is one factor that seemingly out of
notice. The available cello fingering methods generally suitable for cellist having relatively long
fingers. Those having relatively short fingers may find many difficulties to apply the principles.
The aforementioned condition, which may cause serious problems on the performance of shortfingers cellists, warrants new methods or approaches to improve their skills. It is in this contexts
the author process modifications of the available octave and far interval etudes in order to
improve the performance of cellist. The Brahms cello sonata cello No. 1 op. 38 and the
Shostakovich cello sonata op. 40 are used as cases of point.
Within the context of Brahms Sonata cello No. 1 opus 38, and the Shostakovich cello sonata
opus 40, the author divides the problem into two types. They are : (1) octave interval and (2) far
interval problem. In order to make the problems clear, it is imperative to define first the octave
and far intervals. Octave interval are intervals where cellist have to play two musical notes from
the necessity to place the fingers in two far-separated positions. Such a necessity may cause the
short-finger cellists pain and discomfort. Some cellists moreover may not reach the proper
position at all.
Far interval are intervals where cellists have to move from one note to another that at least one
octave higher or lower in a short time. Far intervals, especially those required cellists to change
position, are classic problem for virtually any cellists. The following passages describe the
octave interval in the Brahms cello sonata No. 1 opus 38 , and Shostakovich cello sonata opus 40
which according to the author’s assessments, may become serious problems to any short-fingers
cellist. There for, those intervals were selected from the point of view of the relatively shortfinger cellists. It followed then by the expositions of far intervals, from the same sonatas that
may become problem for many cellist.
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Octave Interval Problems
There are seven octave intervals of Brahms cellos sonata No.1 opus 38 that present special
difficulties for the short-fingers cellists. The first difficulty is located at the first movement,
measure (figure 2-1)

The difficulty to perform this interval come from the fact that it requires the first and the fourth
fingering to spread on two relatively far-separated notes, especially on the lower note. The
second difficulty is located at the first movement measure 130 (figure 2-2)

This interval became difficult to be performed since it compels two far-separated notes-the Bь
and F to be played at the same time in the context of fortissimo. The similar difficulties are
found at the third movement, measure 13,35 and 45 (see figure 2-3 to 2-5).
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The sixth and relatively difficult octave interval situated at the second movement, measure 49
(figure 2-6)

The problem on this octave interval occurs from the difficulty to use the first and the fourth
finger in order to exploit optimally lower notes in the contact of fortissimo. The seventh point of
difficulty is found at the third movement, measure 31 (figure 2-7)

The difficulty to play the aforementioned interval come from the necessity to play the near-scroll
interval atfast tempo and the dynamics of fortissimo.In the Shostakovich cello sonata Opus 40,
the author finds four octave intervals that may become problem to the short-fingers cellist. The
first interval is located at the first movement, measure 71 (figure 2-8).

The difficulty to perform this interval occurs from the necessity to move the lower F≠ to upper
F≠ at short time under the legatissimoexpressivo. Other point of difficulty is located at the first
movement, measure 149 (figure 2-9). This interval in figure 2-9 become difficult to be performed
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since it requires twofar-separated notes-the lower Eь and upper Eь to be played in the context of
fortissimo. The similar difficulty are found at the first movement, measure 130, in the Brahms
cello sonata No.1,Opus 38, (see figure 2-2)

The fourth point is situated at the third movement,measure 74 (see figure2-11)

The interval above may become a problem since it necessitates the cellists to play the interval in
the dynamics of piano phrase. Such a necessity may cause the phrase unclear.
The Far Interval Problem
There are four far intervals of the Brahms cello sonata No. 1 Opus 38. They are located at the
first movement, measure 26-29 and 110-112 and at the third movement, measure 115 and 166169. The difficulty to play the first point (figure 2-12) occurs from the fact that, firstly (at
measure 26), it compels the cellist to move from the first to the fifth position and, secondly (at
measure 28), from the fourth to the sixth position.

The second point of difficulty (figure 2-13) necessitates the cellist to move, in a short time, from
the Dьin the fourth beat of the measure 110 to the same note situated one octave higher.
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Moreover, such a movement is followed by the shifting, also in a short time, from the lower F of
measure 112 to the upper Fthat is two octave higher.

The far interval at the third movement, measure 115 (figure 2-14) presents the optimality
problem of the sound quality since it necessitates the cellists making a relatively far shifts.

The last far intervals that difficult to be performed, located at the third movement, measure 166169 (figure 2-15). They compel the cellist to move from the noteB to the note C≠ that is threeoctave higher. This is difficult to be played (it is the farthest interval in the Brahms cellos sonata
No. 1 opus 38). Moreover, this may become a problem since it is located at the third movement.
At that moment, the fingers may have already exhausted from the previous movement.
According to the author’s assessments, there are two far interval problems in the Shostakovich
cello sonata Opus 40. They are located at the first movement, measure 33 and 42.

The first difficulty (figure 2-16) present a classic intonation problem. It compels the cellists to
move from F in the fourth position to D in the fifth position.

The second point of difficulty (figure 2-17) present a specific difficulty to short-finger cellists
since they would find a constrain in order to spread their fingers properly on the note C and F in
the seventh position.
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Solution to the Octave Interval Problem
Fingers, by theirs nature, are flexible since they are built mainly by soft tissues and muscles. The
flexibility of fingers is one main factor responsibility theirspreadability. Considering the cello
playing, the spreadability of cellists fingers is very important since it has a direct correlation to
their ability to play the octave interval. The short- fingers cellists would find difficulties to play
the octave intervals at the first,second, third, and fourth position. Nevertheless, short-fingers are
not dead-end for cellist. The spreadability of finger, up to some extend, might be increase
through practice and exercises. It is with this spirit the author proposes some stratagems, which
may be used to increase the spreadability of a cellists fingers in this section, using the octave
interval problems as case of pint. The discussion on the types and styles of problem show that
even though the octave intervals in Brahms cellos sonata No. 1 opus 38, and Shostakovich cello
sonata opus 40 are different in details, but fundamentally they are the same : the problems came
from the difficulty of the first and the fourth fingers to reach the proper note when the size and
length of the fingers are limited. The difficulty may be solved through the exercises depicted in
figure 3-1. The authors proposes six of exercises that may be used to increase the spreadability
of short-fingers cellist. The exercises are directed to the G string. All of the excercises, however
may be applied and modified to other strings, fingers, and rhythms according to the personal
need.
Solution to the Far Interval Problems
Solution to the Problem at the First Movement, Measure 26-29 of the Brahms cellos sonata No. 1
opus 38
The fingers shifting always become problems. In the case of the movement 1, measure 26-29 of
the Brahms cellos sonata No. 1 opus 38 (figure 2-12), the requirement of fingers to shift from E
(first position) to Bь(fifth position) may result the discordant tone of the Bь . To solve this
problem, the author proposes the following exercise (figure 3-2). It consist of the playing of the
E and G (open string) in slow tempo, to make sure that the intonation are concordant, following
by the sifting from the E to A (open string) in slow tempo and glissando using the second finger.
Such a position would make the Bь could be reached easily using the third finger. The
repeatation of this exercise using the E-A-Bь, Bь-A-E, and their variations would give a better
results.
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Solution to the Problem at the First Movement, Measure 110-112 of the Brahms cello sonata No.
1 Opus. 38
To solve the problem at the case of the movement 1, measure 110 of the Brahms cellos sonata
No.1 Opus 38, (see figure 2-13), the author proposes the following exercise (figure 3-3). Firstly,
play of the lower Dь, and approaching the fifth position ,its role is changed by the second
fingers. The pressing of the D string (flageolet) by the third finger should be used as an
intonation controller.
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The solution to the problem at the movement 1, measure 112 of the Brahms cellos sonata No.1
Opus 38, (figure 2-13) is basically the same as those for the measure 110. There are two
alternatives to shift from the lower F to the upper F notes. The first alternative is pressing the
lower F note that is located at A string using the second finger (four position). Consequently, the
D note that should be play at the first beat of the measure 111 is located relatively far from the F
note and may not be reached properly. The possibility to use this alternative successfully would
be increase through the following exercise (figure 3-4). Firstly, play the F note using the second
finger in the slow tempo. Secondly, shift to the fifth position. By the end of this motion, the D
major scale is established which, in turn, making the D note reachable.
The second alternative (figure 3-5) is started by pressing the lower F note that is located at the
D string using the first finger (fifth position). The pressing of the D string (flageolet) by the
thumb should be used as an intonation controller. In such a configuration, the upper F note may
be then reached by the second finger at the A string (fifth position).

From the aforementioned explanation, it is clear two alternative are similar the main difference
in the string used to define the lower F notes.
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Solution to the Problem at the Third Movement, Measure 115 of the Brahms sonata No.1 opus
38.
To solve the problem at the third movement, measure 115 of the Brahms cellos sonata No. 1
opus 38, (see figure 2-14), the author proposes the following exercise (figure 3-6). Firstly, press
the D≠ note using the third finger. Secondly, shift to find and reachable easily using the third
finger. Pressing the A string (flageolet), before shifting from D≠ to C, may be done control the
intonation.

Solution to the Problem at the Third Movement measure 169 of the Brahms Cello sonata No. 1
opus 38.
To solve the problem at the third movement, measure 169 of the Brahms cello sonata No. 1 opus
38, (see figure (2-15, the author propose the following exercise (figure 3-7). In essence, the
exercise is similar to those for the third movement, measure 115 of the Brahms cello sonata No.1
opus 38, explained above.
Firstly, press the B note using the third finger. Secondly, shift to find and press the A note
using the thumb in glissando. By controlling the flageolet, to make the fifth position, then the C≠
would be reached easily.
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Solution to Problem at the First Movement, Measure 33 of the Shostakkovich Cellos sonata.
Opus 40
One alternative solution for the problem of the first movement, measure 33 of the Shostakovich
cello sonata opus 40 (see figure 2-16) is depicted in figure 3-8.

Firstly, play the F note in the fourth position using the second finger. Secondly, shift to the D
note in the fifth position using the third finger. Control the last note using the open string D. The
next exercise in to shift from the F-Gь to D notes, and conversely. Repeatation of the
aforementioned exercise to make the stratagem second mature and, in turn, make the shifting
from the F to C notes could be done directly.
Solution to the problem at the First Movement, Measure 42 of the Shostakovich Cello sonata
opus 40
The following exercise (figure 3-9) might be used to solve the problem of the first movement,
measure 42 of the Shostakovich cello sonata opus 40 (see figure 2-17).
Firstly, play the C-E-F notes using the first, second, and third fingers, respectively. This exercise
should be done repeatedly and the C note should be controlled using the open string C. All notes
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might be varied as depicted in figure 3-9. To minimize the strain during this exercise should be
stopped when the cellists feel pain in any part of the body.

Conclutions
The fingering problems may poses special difficulties to any cellists. According to the author’s
assessment, there are two problems that warrant special attentions of the cellist. They are the
octave and far intervals. The octave intervals may cause serious problems on the performance of
short-fingers cellists. The problem occur mainly from the limitation of the spreadability of the
short-finger cellists. Nevertheless, the author believes that the inherent short finger are not deadend. The proposes simple stratagems explored in details in this thesis show that there are many
ways to compensate such limitation. More importantly, the author believes that there are still
many stratagems to be explored. The far intervals, that become classic problem for any cellists,
may also be mastered through some simple stratagems. As we can see many far intervals that
may previously be seen difficult problems may not be difficult in theirself. The problem may
actually come from our limitation to find many side track. Such side-tracks, that may not follow
the traditional principles or rules of fingering, should not be regarded as a kind of desertion.
They should be regards as products of creative minds, instead. The discussions in this thesis is
limited to some octave and far intervals in the Brahms sonata No. 1 opus 38 and the
Shostakovich cellos sonata opus 40 that may be regarded as difficult parts of the sonatas.
However, the author believes that the proposes stratagems for the intervals, especially those for
the octave intervals, may be used as alternatives to play other cellos compositions, probably
through some modification, depending on the composition. It is not a matter of compositions, it
is a matter of imagination and creativity.
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